D&C INTERIOR PROJECTS

Digital Table Experience

CLIENT

D&C Interior Projects is known locally as one of Sydney’s best known office fit-out companies. Their dedication to meeting their clients requirements is an important code they work by. They recently moved offices and had a blank canvas to work with.

CHALLENGES

[1] Missing a focus point when clients came to the new office.

[2] Needed an engaging and collaborative way in brainstorming ideas with clients.


D&C discovered the nsquared digitable55 and knew it was exactly what the office was looking for. It would allow for the team to showcase their design ideas to possible clients on our unique nsquared digitable55 with a bamboo enclosure.

“It’s out with the sketch pads and straight onto the nsquared table.”

KENNETH LAU, DESIGNER
SOLUTION

Alongside the nsquared digitable55, D&C chose the nsquared business suite applications. nsquared thoughts was an obvious choice as it enables the display and annotation of interior images and floor plans D&C wish to discuss with clients.

nsquared presenter plays a major part in their business because it allows the sending and receiving of content to and from different devices and to any presentation screen. nsquared web was also included as it is a multi-user web browser designed for several people to open their own web browser when collaborating ideas.

BENEFITS


[3] Allows the clients to collaborate in the design of their office fit-out.

The nsquared digitable55 along with nsquared business applications has proven to be a great success at D&C, providing a great tool for the team to gather ideas and collaborate with clients and within the team.

nsquared

digitable.co
info@nsquaredsolutions.com
+61 2 9262 3386

“The table itself is beautiful and really compliments our space.”

MARLY SWANSON WOOD, DESIGNER